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Abstract--Three stochastic pursuit-evasion differential games involving two players, E (the evader) and 
P (the pursuer), moving in the plane are considered. In the first game [Game (a)], the case where E induces 
errors in P's measurements of the bearing [J of E from P and controls the size and direction of these rrors, 
is considered. In the second game [Game (b)], the case where P receives readings of two false targets, which 
are seen within the same range of P, but with different bearing angles, is considered. In the third game 
[Game (c)], the case where P observes the range r of E from P, but has interrupted observation of fl, is 
considered. In Games (a) and (b) P applies Proportional Navigation guidance laws, and in Game (c) E 
applies a Line-of-Sight guidance law. In Game (a), sufficient conditions on optimal evasion~leception 
strategies for E are given, and the strategies are computed for several cases. In Game (c), sufficient 
conditions on weak optimal pursuit strategies for P are given. A procedure is suggested for computing 
weak suboptimal pursuit strategies, and these are computed for a variety of cases. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Three stochastic pursuit-evasion differential games involving two players, P (the pursuer) and E 
(the evader), moving in the (x,y)-plane are considered. Suppose that the "weapon system" of 
player P has a range p, i.e. once player E is within range p of player P, the latter wins. Hence, 
if for some t ~> 0, the distance between P and E is d(P, E) ~< p, we say that player E has been 
intercepted by player P. Player E is on the defensive and tries to move out of player P's "detection 
range" R. Hence, at the first instant hat either d(P, E) ~< p or d(P, E) >/R the encounter terminates, 
and either player P or player E respectively wins the game. The difference between the games lies 
in their information structures. Thus the following games, characterized by their information 
structure, are considered: 
Game (a) 
Player E has complete observation of P's location and velocity. By applying a sophisticated 
repeater jammer (for information on repeater jammers ee[l] and the references given there) player 
E induces errors in P's measurements of the bearing/3 of E from P. Furthermore, it is assumed 
here that E can control these rrors. A control aw for manipulating the size and direction of these 
errors will here be called a deception strategy. More details on these deception strategies are given 
in Section 3. Using the noise-corrupted measurements of/3, player P applies the Proportional 
Navigation (P.N.) guidance law (see[2] or [3] for the definition of the P.N. law). Sufficient 
conditions on optimal evasion strategies and optimal deception strategies (both applied by E) are 
derived. These conditions require the existence of a properly smooth solution to a nonlinear partial 
differential equation on a torus in ~2. By applying a finite-difference method, the equation is solved 
numerically. 
Game (b ) 
Player E applies jamming techniques such that P receives readings of two false targets, which 
are seen within the same range, but with different bearing angles. Player E, having complete 
observation of P's location, applies the Line-Of-Sight (L.O.S.) guidance law (see[2] for the 
definition of the L.O.S. law). Player P knows that he receives readings of two false targets, which 
are generated by E. Consequently, P applies a P.N. guidance law that uses a linear combination 
of the two received measurements of the bearing angles. The probability of the event g = {player 
E has been intercepted by P before leaving P's detection range} is computed by solving a linear 
partial differential equation on a torus in ~2 numerically. 
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Game (c) 
Player E has complete observation of P's location. Using the measurements offl, player E applies 
the L.O.S. guidance law. Player P receives d(P, E) and only interrupted observations of the bearing 
fl of  E from P. SuFficient conditions on weak optimal pursuit strategies are derived, and these 
conditions are given by a set of four coupled nonlinear partial differential equations (on a torus 
in ~2) in which the coupling constitutes a very complicated optimization problem. A procedure 
is suggested lbr computing weak suboptimal pursuit strategies, and these are computed for a variety 
of cases. 
The present work is to some extent a continuation of[4~6] and, more directly, a continuation 
of[5]. In[5] stochastic pursuit evasion differential games where E has complete observation of P's 
location and velocity, and P receives only noise-corrupted measurements of [L are dealt with. 
2. THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 
Consider the random motion of two points E and P in the (x, )' )-plane. Suppose that each of 
the velocities (u0 cos 0~., u0 sin 0~.) of  E and (v0 cos 0p, t'0 sin 0p) of P is perturbed by a corresponding 
~:-valued Gaussian white noise; u0 and v0 are given positive numbers. Each of the players, E and 
P, steers by choosing, at each instant, his direction of travel, i.e. 0 E and 0e respectively. 
We assume that the game begins at t = 0. Thus, the equations of motion of E and P are given 
by 
{ dx~. = u 0 cos 0 E dt + ~r L d Wit dy~3=u0sin0Ldt+aEdW_,E t >0 (1) 
and 
{ dxp = t: 0 cos 0p dt + 6p d Ww dyp=vosinOedt -I-opdW2p t >0 (2) 
where (XE,.VE) and (Xp,f'p) denote the coordinates of players E and P respectively; % and ap 
are given positive numbers; and WE = { WE(t) = (W~E(t), Wx(t)) ,  t >~ 0} and 14½ = { Wp(t) = 
(]~rlp(t), ~p(t ) ) ,  t />-0} are N~-valued standard Wiener processes. It is assumed that W~ and W e 
are mutually independent. 
By fixing the origin of a new coordinate system at the position occupied by P and considering 
the relative mot ion of players P and E in polar coordinates, where r is the range from P to E and 
fl the bearing of E from P (see Fig. 1), we obtain the following equations for r and fl: 
dr = [u0 cos(0E - fl) - v0 cos(0p - fl)] dt + a cos fl dB~ + cr sin fl dB2 + (~)r(dfl): (3) 
r dfl = [u0 sin(0E -- fl) -- V,, sin(0p -- fl)] dt - a sin fl dBi + a cos/~ dB 3 - dr dfl (4) 
where B = {B(t )= (&(t ) ,  B:(t)), t /> 0} is an I~2-valued standard Wiener process satisfying 
aB;(t)=¢7 EW;E(t)-avW,,P(t) ,  t >10, i=  1,2. (5) 
The te rms (~)r (d f l )  2 and -dr  dfl in equations (3) and (4) respectively appear due to the use of 
stochastic calculus[7] in the transformation of  the kinematic equations from Cartesian to polar 
coordinates. However, since we are interested in kinematic equations that will be also valid in the 
case where WE and I@ are not Gaussian white noises, but stationary Gaussian processes with a 
spectral density that is nonzero only over a finite band of frequencies, the terms (~)r(dfl) ~" and 
-dr  dfl will be omitted from equations (3) and (4) respectively. Thus, the following equations for 
r and fi will be dealt with here: 
dr = [u0 cos(0E - /3 )  - v0 cos(0v - fl)] dt + a cos/3 dBi + cr sin fl dB~ 
r d[3 = [u¢~ sin(0E - fl) -- v0 sin(0p -- fl)] dt - a sin fl dBt + a cos/3 dB 2. (7) 
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Equations (6) and (7) can be written as (see, for example, Remark 4.1 in[8] or the Appendix in[6]) 
dr = [u0 cos(0E - /3 )  - v 0 cos(0p - /3)]  dt + a dWi (8) 
dfl = [(Uo/r)sin(OE --/3) -- (vo/r)sin(Op --/3)] dt + (a /r) dW2, (9) 
where W = {W(t )= (W~(t), W2(t)), t >~ 0} is an N2-valued standard Wiener process. 
3. GAME (a) 
3.1. Formulation of  the problem 
In this section the following information structure, available to players P and E, is assumed: 
(i) Player P observes the process qJ = {~O(t), t >~ 0}, determined by 
d~(t) = d/3(t) + (c/r(t)) dt + (7/r(t)) dr(t), t > 0, (10) 
where c is the deception strategy, 7 is a given positive number and v = {v(t), t >~ 0} is an ~-valued 
standard Wiener process such that W and v are mutually independent. 
Using the noise-corrupted measurements of/3, player P applies an erroneous P.N. guidance law, 
i.e. player P applies the law 0p = ktk, where k >/2 is given. 
(ii) Player E has complete observation of r, fl and 0p. Denote xl g r, x2 ~ 0p - /3  and 0 & 0 E - [3. 
Assuming that c = c(xl ,x2)  and using equations (8)-(10), the following reduced state space 
equations for the encounter are introduced: 
f 
dx~ = [u 0cos0(x) -  v ocosx2]dt + a dWi 
dx~ = I (x )( (k -- 1)/ xl)[uo sin O(x ) - vo sin x: + (k /(k - 1))c(x)] dt 
+ (J(x)/x~)[(k - l)a dW: + ky dv], x = (x~,x2). (1 l) 
The functions l (x )  and J (x) ,  x = (x~, x2) e 11~ 2,are introduced here to guarantee the existence of 
solutions to equations (11) over all of ~2 In fact, we are interested in these solutions only over 
a bounded subset D, D c ~2 which will be defined later. Thus, I (x)  and J (x)  are given by 
i(x)~{10 if x~{x 'x ,>~, ,x2e~} 
otherwise, (12) 
where 0 < E <<p, and J (x )  is such that: J (x )  = 1 for p <~ x~ <~ R, x2 ~ ~; J(x)/x~ is continuous on 
~2 and satisfies 0 < Eo <~ ( J(x)/x~) 2 ~< M < ~ for all x e ~2, for some E0 and M. Denote by ~ the 
class of all pairs v -- (0, c) = {(0 (x), c(x)), x ~ ~2} such that 0: ~2~ ~ is bounded and measurable 
and c: ~2--*R is measurable and satisfies Ic(x)l ~< co for all x ~ ~2 where co > 0 is a given number. 
The function c(x), x e ~2 is the deception strategy. Thus, at each point x, player E controls his 
direction of travel by choosing O(x), and control, by choosing c(x), the errors induced by him in 
P's measurement of ft. 
Let v =(0, c)~ ~.  Then[9], equations (11) determine a stochastic process ~]= {~'~(t)= 
(~(.~(t), ~2(t)), t >~ 0}, G(0)= x, such that ~ is a weak solution (in the sense of[9]) to equations 
(11) associated with a family {P~, x ~ ~2} of probability measures, and such that {(~, P];~), x ~ ~-~} 
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is a family of strong Markov processes. Furthermore, the weak infinitesimal operator of this family 
is given by 
~(v)  V(x) = [Uo cos O(x) - v 0 cos x2]t? V(x)/~.xl + l (x) ( (k  - I)/xl )[Uo sin O(x) - vo sin x2 
+ (k/(k - 1))c(x)](?V(x)/c~x2 + (½)[a202V(x)/~x~ + a~(x)~ZV(x)/(Sx~] (13) 
for any V e CO (~'), where 
a~(x)&( J (x ) /x l )2 [ (k -1 )2a  2+k272], xe~2.  (14) 
Denote by Do, K and D the following sets in I~2: 
D0&{x: 0 < xj < R, x2e ~} (15) 
K ~={x: 0 < x~ <~ p, x2eff~ } (16) 
D ~D0-  K. (17) 
Note that the encounter takes place on D. 
Denote by r(x; v), v ~ ~, the first exit time of ~ from D, 
f 
in f{t ' ( '~( t )¢D when ( )~(0)=x~D} 
z(x;v)  ---a 0 if (~ . (O)=xCD (18) 
.zo if (~.(t)ED for all t ~>0. 
Also, define the following class of pairs: 
8 ,~{v  = (0, c )e  0 , ' sup  E;r(x;  v) < ~} (19) 
~.'ED 
where E~ denote the expectation operator with respect o P~, and define the following functional: 
V(x; v)~P)~({~'(.(r(x; v))eK}),  v e U,, x E ~2. (20) 
In other words, V(x: v) is the probability of the event g. ff = {Player E has been intercepted 
by P before leaving P's detection range} given that at t = 0, (r, 0p - fl) = x, and that the guidance 
laws 0p = kO and 0E = 0 + fl, as well as the deception law c, have been applied. 
Owing to the nature of the variable x2, x2 = 0p - fl, we confine ourselves to the following choice 
of the class of admissible strategies U~ : 
U~,-~{v=(0, c )~Da:V(x~,x2+2mz;v)= V(x l ,x2 ;v ) ,  xE~ 2, n = O, __+ l, _+ 2 . . . .  }. (21) 
The problem dealt with in this section is: find a strategy v*= (O* ,c* )~ U, such that 
V(x:v*)<~ V(x' ,v)  forany v=(O,c )EU~ andall  x~D.  (22) 
A strategy v* = (0", c*) ~ U,, for which inequality (22) is satisfied, will here be called an optimal 
evasion-deception strategy. 
Note that, for v e Ua, the encounter takes place on the torus S0, So = (p, R) x S ~, where S t is 
the circumference of the unit circle in ~2. 
Remark 1 
The case where c(x)  = 0, x ~ ~-', and 7 = 0 (i.e. ff = fl) is dealt with in[4] and [5]. In this case, 
it is shown there that the optimal pursuit and evasion strategies 0* and 0~ respectively, determined 
by 
0* = argmin Prob(g[ the strategies 0~. and 0~' are applied) 
0E 
and 
0* = argmax Prob(81 the strategies 0* and 0p are applied) 
0p 
are of the form 0~' = B and 0* = ft. Thus, the process { ~a(t) = Op(t) - flU), t >1 0} is the deviation 
of 0p from the L.O.S. guidance law 0p = 3- 
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3.2. Sufficient conditions on optimal evasion-deception strategies 
Let ~ denote the class of functions V = V(x) such that V is continuous on the closure/5o f 
Do and twice continuously differentiable on D, and such that 5°(v)V • L2(( p, R) x [0, 2x )) for any 
v•U a . 
It follows from[9] that, for a given v ~ 0~ and any V • ~. ,  
I 
t(x; v) 
E'~.V(~!~(z(x;v)))= V(x)+E~ 5f (v)V(~(t ) )dt ,  x•D.  (23) 
do 
Lemma 1 
Let V • ~a be a solution, for a given v • U,, to the problem: 
.~(v)V(x)=O, x •D;  (24) 
V(x)=l ,  x•K;  V(x)=O,  x•{x :x l> lR ,  x2•~}.  (25) 
Then, 
V(x) = V(x; v) = P~({¢~,(~(x; v)) • K}), x • Do. (26) 
Proof 
By using the fact that Ua C Ua, the proof follows directly from equation (23). 
Theorem 1 
Suppose that there exists a strategy v* = (0", c*) • U~ and a function V0 • ~ such that 
0 = 5f(v*)Vo(x ) <<. ~(v)Vo(x ) for any v =(0, c )e  U~ and all x •D,  (27) 
V0(x)=l ,  x•K;  V0(x)=0 , X•{X:XI>~R, XzE~ }. (28) 
Then, 
t],(x) = V(x; v*) = P}~'({~'(v(x; v*)) e K}) ~< P~({~'~(T(x; v)) • K}) (29) 
for any v•U,  and a l lx•D o . 
Proq[ 
By using equation (23) and Lemma 1, the proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 of[10] and 
is therefore omitted. 
Denote 
T0&{x: 0 < x, < R, 0 ~<x2 < 2~} 
Tl~={x:O<xl <<.p,O<~x2<2g} 




By assuming that there exist a strategy v* • U a and a function V o • ~a that satisfy equations (27) 
and (28), it follows that such a pair (v*, V0) may be found by solving the following problem: 
[26, cos 0 (x) - v0 cos x2 ]c~ V(x)/Sx I + ((k - l)/xl )[u0 sin 0 (x) - Vo sin x2 
+ (k/(k - 1))c(x)]aV(x)/ax2 + (1)[~2a2V(x)/ax~ + ~(x)a2V(x)/ax~] = o, 
V(x)=l .  x•T i ;  V(x)=0,  x•{x:x l>~R,O~x2<2x} 
V(xt. -Xz)  = V(xt, 2x -- x2), V(x~,O) = V(xl,2~). x e To, 
where, for all x e 7., 
c(x) = - % sign (OV(x)/Sx2) 
cos O(x) = --(~V(x)/#xl)/A(x), sin O(x) = --(k -- 1)(#V(x)/SXz)/(xlA(x)) 
and 





A(x) = [(a V(x)/ax, )2 + (k - 1 )2x ~2(a V(x)/ax2):]~:'~. (38) 
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3.3 A numerical study 
Let R~ be a finite difference grid on ~2, i.e. 
~ = {(ih,,jh2): i , j  = 0, 4- 1, 4-2 . . . .  }. (39) 
Define T0,,A~RT0. Equations (33)-(38) have here been solved by using an upwind 
finite-difference method on ~,  as described, for example, in [I 1] (but with h # h2). Computations 
were carried out by using the following set of parameters: R = 104, p = 50 ,  o "2 = 50 ,  72 = 0,  60;  
k = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10; Co = 0, 500, 1000, 2000; u0 = 500, v 0 = 800, 1200, 1600. Denote by V h the solution 
to the finite-difference equations obtained by applying the upwind finite-difference method on 
equations (33) (38), and by N(h) the number of points in T0h. 
Define 
p~A ~ Vh(ih,, jh2)/U(h). (40) 
( ih l , Jh2 ) 6 Toh 
Table 1 represents some of the results obtained in the computations. 
In order to assess the accuracy of the numerical method, the values of V ~ were computed on 
the following sequence of grids: hm=(500,  TU10), h(2)=(250, rC20), h~3)(100, n/40) and 
h'4~= (50, n/60). Note that: N(h (~) = 380, N(h (2~) = 1560, N(h {3~) = 7920 and N(h 14i) = 23,880. The 
results are given in Table 2. 
The results suggest that following conclusions: 
(i) 0* = 0 for Co >/2000. 
(ii) For co ~> 1000, the strategy O(x)= O, x eD, is a good approximation to 0". 
(iii) For a given v0, P~ decreases as co increases. 
(iv) For a given co, P] increases as v0 increases. 
The results presented in Table 1, demonstrate that for co big enough the optimal deception 
strategy c* is very effective in reducing the probability of the event g significantly. Unfortunately, 
no simple characterization of c* can be given, and one has to refer to its values over all of 
T,,A~,nT. 
Table 1. The values of P~ as functions of  k and v o for h~ = 50 and 
Here N(h)  = 23,880 
h 2 = rt 160. 
v 0 k =2 k=4 k =6 k=8 k -10  
c 0 = 0 800 0.6012 0.6936 0.7237 0.7388 0.7472 
1200 0.6783 0.7708 0.8007 0.8157 0.8247 
1600 0.7136 0.8057 0.8354 0.8503 0.8593 
% = 500 800 0.0054 0.0058 0.0056 0.0055 0.0054 
1200 0.0084 0.6325 0.6504 0.6589 0.6640 
1600 0.5464 0.7168 0.7392 0.7504 0.7570 
c 0 = 1000 800 0.0052 0.0051 0.0051 0.0051 0.0051 
1200 0.0057 0.0060 0.0056 0.0055 0.0054 
1600 0.0068 0.5805 0.5905 0.5955 0.5982 
% = 2000 800 0.0051 0.0051 0.0051 0.0050 0.0051 
1200 0.0053 0.0052 0.0052 0.0052 0.0051 
1600 0.0055 0.0055 0.0053 0.0053 0.0052 
Table 2. The values of  Ph a as functions of  h "~ and k for c o = 0 
h k =2 k =4 k =6 k =8 k = 10 
% = 800 h d' 0.5827 0.6697 0.6973 0.7110 0.7193 
h ~2~ 0.5934 0.6850 0.7149 0.7296 0.7385 
h TM 0.5985 0.6913 0.7217 0.7365 0.7451 
h (4) 0.6012 0.6936 0.7237 0.7388 0.7472 
%- 1200 h m 0.6581 0.7523 0.7840 0.8002 0.8101 
h {2~ 0.6700 0.7637 0.7966 0.8138 0.8246 
h ~ 0.6757 0.7687 0.7992 0.8143 0.8236 
h TM 0.6783 0.7708 0.8007 0.8157 0.8247 
v 0 = 1600 h m 0.6936 0.7757 0.8014 0.8142 0.8220 
h <~ 0.7051 0.7934 0.8215 0.8355 0.8442 
h ~ 0.7110 0.8023 0.8316 0.8463 0.8546 
h ¢4~ 0.7136 0.8057 0.8354 0.8503 0.8593 
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4. GAME (b) 
4. I. Formulation of  the problem 
We assume that players E and P move in the (x, y)-plane according to the same kinematics as 
given by equations (1) and (2), or, equivalently, by equations (8) and (9). In this section the 
following information structure, available to players E and P, is assumed: 
(i) Player E has complete observation of r and/3, and applies the L.O.S. guidance law, i.e. E 
steers according to the law 0~ =/3. 
(ii) Player E applies jamming techniques such that P receives the following readings: 
dqJ~(t) = d/3(t) + (c~/r(t)) dt + (7~/r(t)) dye(t), t > 0, i = I, 2, (41) 
where t'~ = {t'~(t), t >~ 0}, i = 1,2, are R-valued standard Wiener processes, and 7,, i = 1,2, and c,, 
i = 1,2, are constants unknown to P. It is assumed that W, v I and v 2 are mutually independent and 
that E can determine the values of e~ and e2. Player P knows that he receives readings of two false 
targets, which are generated by E. Using these measurements, player P applies the following P.N. 
guidance law 
Op = k(k,  tp, + k:~b~)/(k, + k~). (42) 
Denote x 1 -~r and x2&Op - /3.  Then, using equations (8) and (9) and (41) and (42), the following 
reduced state space equations for the encounter are introduced: 
I dx~ = [uo- vocosxz]dt + a dW, i 
dx2 = ( I (x ) /x l ) [ -  (k - 1)Vo sin x2 + kao] d 
+ ( J (x) /x, ) [ (k  - l)a dW: + k('/t dr, + a),~ dr2)/(1 + a)], (43) 
where 
a ~-k2/k~, ao~=(G + acz)/(l + a), a # l, (44) 
and I and J are defined in Subsection 3.1. 
In the same manner as in Subsection 3.1, equations (43) determine a stochastic process 
~, = {~x(t)= (~x~ (t), ~x2(t)), t >~ 0} ~x(0)= x, such that fix is a weak solution (in the sense of[9]) to 
equations (43) associated with a family {Px, x ~ ~2} of probability measures, and such that 
{(~,Px), x ~ [R 2} is a family of strong Markov processes. Furthermore, the weak infinitesimal 
operator of this family is given by 
cf  V(x ) = [u0 - v0 cos x2]~ V(x)/Oxl + ( l (x ) /x l ) [ -  (k - l)v 0 sin x2 + kao]8 V(x)/~?x2 
+ (~)[~2~V(x)/~x~ + (x)~-v(x)/~x~] (4s) 
for any V ~ C~ (~2), where 
a~(x ) ~= ( J (x )/x, )2[( k - 1)2a 2 + k2(?~ + a2~,~)/(1 + a )2]. (46) 
Denote by z(x) the first exit time of (~ from D [~(x) is defined in the same manner as v(x; v), 
equation (18)]. We assume here that sup{Exv(x): x ~D} < oo (here E~ denotes the expectation 
operator with respect o P~). Define the following functional: 
V~(x) ~ P~({~(~(x) )EK}) ,  x E ~2. (47) 
As in the previous section, Vh(x) is the probability of player E being intercepted by P, before 
moving out of P's detection range, given that at t = 0, (r, 0p - fl) = x, and that the guidance laws 
0F: =/3 and 0p = k(k~ ~O I + k2~b2)/(kt + k2) are being applied. Note that, by its definition, V h satisfies 
the periodicity condition stated in equation (21). Hence, by using Lemma 1, we obtain that, if 
V ~ ~,  is a solution to the problem: 
2~'V(x) = O, x ~ T (48) 
V (x )= l ,  x~T1;  V(x)=0,  x~{x:x l>~R,O<~x2<2n},  (49) 
V(xl ,  -x2)  = V(xL, 2n - x2), V(xl,O) = V(x l ,2n) ,  x ~ To, (50) 
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Tab le  3. The  values o f  P~ as funct ions o f  v o and a = k2/k  I for k = 4 
v 0 a - 0.5 a - I u - 2 
c~ = 800 ¢'2 - I000 800 0.8063 0.8092 0.7885 
1200 0.8455 0.8462 0.8412 
1600 0.8623 (I.8630 0.8606 
¢'~ = 800 c~ 1000 800 0.0058 0.0058 0.0058 
1200 0.0084 0.0080 0.0077 
1600 0.8476 0.8456 0.8433 
c'~ = 400 c~-  500 800 0.7814 0.7720 0.5883 
1200 0.8403 0.8393 0.8391 
1600 0.8597 0.8599 0.8596 
then 
V(x)  = V~(x) = Pd{~,.(r(x))  e K}), x e L,. (51) 
In order to get some insight into the differential game considered in this section, a small 
numerical study of equations (48)-(50) has been carried out. 
4.2. A numerical stud), 
Equations (48)-(50) have here been solved on T0h for h = (50, 7r/601 (N(h) = 23,880) by using 
the same finite-difference method and the same set of parameters as described in section 3. Let V ~', 
N(h) and P~ be defined as in Section 3. Some of the results are presented in Table 3. The results 
suggest hat P~ increase as v0 increases. 
5. GAME (c) 
5.1. Formulation of the problem 
We assume that players E and P move in the (x, y)-plane according to the kinematics as given 
by equations (1) and (2), or, equivalently, by equations (8) and (9). In this section the following 
information structure, available to players E and P, is assumed: 
(i) Player E has complete observation of r and/3 and applies the L.O.S. guidance law 0r: =/3. 
(ii) Player P knows that E applies the law 0E =/3, but P only observes the processes r and ¢, 
where 
O(t) = z(t)/3(t), t ~ O. (52) 
Let (fL ,N, P) be a probability space. It is assumed that W is an N-~-valued standard Wiener 
process on (~,o  ~,P ) ,  and that z = {z(t), t/>0} is a homogeneous jump Markov process on 
(fL .N, P) with state space S = {0, 1 } and transition probabilities 
~qA+o(A)  if j# i  i,j=O, 1 (53) 
P(z(t +A)=j [z ( t )= i )=( l _qA+o(A)  if . j= i '  
where q > 0 is known to P. It is further assumed that W and z are mutually independent. 
Denote ~ = P(z(0) = i), i = 0, 1. Equations (52) and (53) describe an observation mechanism in 
which the set {t ~> 0} is written as 
't = ,  0 [s,,s,+,), 
t=  0 
where 0 = S0 < St < 5', < • .. are random numbers and either, with probability lrr~, 
~p(t)=0, te[S,,S,~,) ] i=0 ,2 ,4 ,  
I • 
O(t) /3(t), t~[S i~,S ,~)  
or, with probability rrt, 
and (see for example[12]) 
P(S, + t 
~J(t)=/3(t), te [S , ,S ,~, ) t i=O,  2,4 . . . .  
4,(t) = 0, te [&+, ,s ,~ , )  
(54) 
(55) 
-S ,>t )=P(S ,+~-S ,+t>t )=exp( -q t ) ,  i =0 ,3 ,6  . . . .  (56) 
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Denote x, Ar, x,4/I and d, A& - I+!I. Then, by using equations (8) and (9) the following state 
space equations for the encounter are introduced: 
dx, = [uO - u0 COS(~(X, , zq) + (z - 1)x2)] dt + 0 d W, 
dx, = -(I,,(x)/x,)uO sin(4(x,, 2x2> + (z - 1)x,) dt + (JO(x>/xl)a d WZ, (57) 
where I,: R2 + R and .I,,: R2+ R are functions satisfying the following: &(x)/x, and JO(x)/x, are 
bounded and continuously differentiable on R* and Z,(x) = J,(x) = 1, x E {x: p d x, d R, .Y: E KY).. 
Denote 
&(X,)+(x,, 0), &(x)e$(x,,xz), x ER2. (58) 
Hence, P applies the guidance law &(x,) = &(x,), p < x, < R, when z(t) = 0, and applies the 
guidance law e,(x) = 4,(x) +x2, x ED, when z(t) = 1. 
Denote by UC the class of all pairs CL = (c$,,, 4,) = {(&,(x,), 4,(x)), x E RI} such that &, and 4, 
are bounded and con$nuously differentiable on R and lQ2 respectively. 
Let c1 = (&, 4,) E UC. Then (see[l3] and the references cited there), equations (57) have a unique 
solution C = {i”,(t) = (K(t), C2(t)), t 2 O}, C(O) = x, such that (i’,, z) is a strong Markov process. 
Note that the sample functions of [“, are continuous with probability 1. 
Define, for i = 0,l 
1 
inf {t: (i:(t), z(t))} E aD x S when (i”,(O), z(0)) = (x, i) E D x S 
t,(x;cr)e 0 if [“,(0)=x$0 and z(O)=i (59) 
;x, if i”,(t)e D for all t 2 0 and z(0) = i, 
PX.,(.)~P(~l(ij:(O), z(O)) = (x, i)) (60) 
and 





and define the following functionals 
V,(x; c+Pr.i({i:(t,(x; c()> E K}), (x, i) E R2 x S, CY E Q. (63) 
In other words, V/;(x; ~1) is the probability of the event 6, given that (r(O), p(O), z(0)) = (x,, x2, i), 
i = O,l, and that the guidance laws 8, = b and a have been applied. 
Owing to the nature of the variable x2, x2 = 8, we confine ourselves to the following choice of 
the class of admissible pursuit strategies U, : 
u<qx =(~,,q5,EOc: V,(x,,xZ+2nn;~)= V,(x,,x,;cc), 
x E w, n =O, +l, &2 ,..., i=O, l}. (64) 
In this section the following problem is considered: find a strategy a* E Ui,. such that 
V,(X;U*) 2 V,(x;a), i =O, 1 for any a E U, andall x E D,. (65) 
,4 strategy r * = ($J$, 4 :) E U, for which equations (65) are satisfied will here be called an optimul 
pursuit strategy. 
Owing to the form of the admissible strategies r(x) = (c#I,,(,Y,), C#I, (x)), it follows that the problem 
considered here is a problem of control of partially observable stochastic system. This implication 
excludes the possibility of deriving implementable conditions of a dynamic programming type on 
the optimal pursuit strategies. For more details on the optimal control of partially observable 
stochastic systems see, for example[l3], and the references cited there. 
In this paper, the problem posed by equations (65) is approached as follows: define 
J(cc)p i 
s 
[1 - V,(x; z)12dx. CI E u, . (66) 
r=O T 
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Let ~* • Uc satisfy equations (65) and let ~0 • U~ satisfy j(~0) ~< j(~) for any ~ ~ U~.. Then it can 
be show that V,(x; ~*) = V~(x;  ~0) a.e. in T, i = 0, 1. Hence  a strategy ~o• Uc that minimizes J (~)  
on U,, whenever it exists, can be interpreted as an optimal strategy in some weak sense. A strategy 
~o• U, for which 
j(~0) ~<j(e) for any ~ • U, (67) 
will be called a weak optimal pursuit strategy. In this section weak optimal pursuit strategies are 
considered. 
5.2. Su~'cient conditions on weak optimal pursuit strategies 
Let c~, denote the class of all pairs { V0, V~ } such that V~, i = 0, 1 are continuous on/50 and twice 
2 continuously differentiable on D, and such that OVg/#X~, and #-V~/#x/, i = 0, I, j = 1,2, are in 
L2((p, R) × [0, 2~)). 
Let 7 • U,. and V= {I/o, V~} •~, .  Define the following operators on ~c: 
~¢0(4~o){ Vo(X), v, (x)} ~ [Uo - vo cos(4~o(X, ) - x~)]~ Vo(x)/~x, 
- (Io(x)/x,)vo sin(q~o(x~ ) - .x'2 )c~ Vo(x)/gx2 + (½)(a2~ 2 Vo(x)/~x~ 
+ (Jo(x)/x~)2a2~2 Vo(x)/ax~) - qVotx) + qV, (x) (68) 
~,  (~,){ Vo(x), Vl (x )}  -~ [Uo - Vo cos  4~, (x ) ]~ v, (x)/~x, 
- (Io(x)/x~)v0 sin q~ (x)r9 V~ (x)/c~x= + (~)(a~c9 ~ V~ (x)/Sx~ 
+ (Yo(x)/x,'" "~"" ~'a-  "v~ (x)/c?x~) - qV~ (x) + qVo(x). (69) 
Lemma 2 
Let { V~), V~ } • ~ be a solution, for a given ~ = (~b0, 95~) • U,., to the problem 
f ,(~,){Vo(x), V,(x)}=0, x • T, i =O. l; 
Then, 
V~(x)=l,  x•T~,  i=0 ,1 ;  
V,(x)=0, x•{x:x~>~R,O<~x:<27r}, i=0 ,1 ,  
VAx l , -x=)= V~(xl,2~--x2), V,(x~,0)= V/(xl,2~), x•To ,  i=0 ,  l 







The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1 of[13] with the additional use of equations (64) and 
is therefore omitted. 
Define the following operators L*, i = 0, 1, 
"~ "~ "~ 2~2 /~ 2 Lo* {Qo(x), Q, (x)} ~ -uoOQo(x)/(?xl + (a-/2)(8°Qo(x)/Sx~ + x, ~J Qo(x)/cx2) 
-qQo(x)+qQ~(x)  xe{x :p  <xl<R,  0<~x2<~2Tr}. (75) 
L* {Qo(x), Q~ (x)} ~- -Uo~Q, (x)/?x, + (a2/2)(~2Q, (x)/'~)x~ 
+ x, 272Q, (x)/Ox~) - qQ,(x) + qQo(x) (76) 
for any {Qo, Q, } such that L* {Qo, Q, } e L2((p, R) x [0, 2g]), i = 0,1. 
Denote 
Uo~-{~ =(0o,~b~)~U,:{Vo(.;~), V~(. '~z)}~,.and satisfies equations (70)-(73)}. (77) 
Theorem 2 
Suppose that { Vo(.; ~°), V, (-; ~°)}, :~ = (~b~l, 4,0) ~ Uo~ and {Qo, Q, } satisfy 
~#,(~bC,'){Vo(x;~°), V,(x;~°)}=0, x~7". i=O, l ;  (78) 
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L*{Qo(x) ,Q~(x)}=I -V~(x ;s  °) a.e. inx•{x :p<x,<R,O<<.xz<~27t} ,  
Vi(x;o~ ° )=1,  x•T i ,  i=O,  1; 
V~(x;~°)=O, x•{x:xl>~R,O<~x2<2rc},  i=0 ,1  
Vi(xl, -x2;  ~o) = Vi(xt, 2~ - x2; s°), 
V,(xl,O;~°)= V~(x,,2g;s°), x•To ,  i=0 ,1  
Q~(xt, O) = Q~(x~, 2rt ) = Q~(p, xz) = Q~(R, x2) = o, x•T ,  i=0 ,1 ;  
{ Q~(x~, h2) = Q~(x~, -h2), Qi(x,, 21t + h2) = Q~(x~, 2rt - h~) p<x~<R,  0~<h2< 1; 
where ao o o = (~ , ~b~) is determined by 
~0 = (qS0, 4o) = arg sup v0 cos q~0(x,) Qo(x)(cos x~'SVo(x; ~)/Ox, 
~ = (qS0'&l)~ U0~ k dP 0 
~R f02n sin ~bo(X~) Qo(x)(sin x~cqVo(x; s)/c3x~ 
o 
Q1 (x)(cos q~ (x)O V, (x; ~)/c~x~ 
- x i I sin x2 ~. E} (x; a )/?~x2) dx2 dxl + vo 
Then, 
"4- X | t COS X 2 C 3 V 0 (x  ; ~)/63x 2) dx  2 dx 1 + v o 
t sin ~b, (x)c9 V, (x; s )/8x2) dx ;. + X 
) 









J (s °) <~ J(:() for any ~ = (¢o, ~b,) • Uo,,. (86) 
Proof 
The proof, using Lemma 2, is similar to that of Theorem 3.5 of[13] and is therefore omitted. 
Theorem 2 states sufficient conditions for the minimization of J on Uo,. ~- Uc. To determine s ° 
by means of equation (85) is in itself a very complicated optimization problem. In the next 
subsection a procedure is suggested for computing weak suboptimal pursuit strategies. 
5.3. Computation of weak suboptimal pursuit strategies 
Remark 2. Consider the following stochastic differential equations 
{dyt = -uodt  + (r dlY G (87) 
dy2 = (Jo(Y)/Yl)a dff/: Y = (Y,,Y2), 
where J0 is defined as in Subsection 5.1. On a probability space (~,~-,[5) let 
if" = {lY(t)= (fie (t), l't/2(t)), t~> 0} be a standard ~2-valued Wiener process and let Y = {5(t), 
t >~ 0} be a homogeneous jump Markov process with state space S = {0, 1} and transition 
probabilities as given by equation (53). It is assumed that fie and 5 are mutually independent. 
Equations (87) have a unique solution (, = {~.(t) = (~.~ (t), ~.2(t)), t >~ 0}, ~.(0) = y, such that ((v, 5) 
is a strong Markov process. 
Let fAY) be the first exit time of ~',.(t) from :F, given that 5(0) = i, where 
:F = {y: p < yt < R, 0 < Y2 < 2re}. (88) 
Then, in the same manner as in[13] (Chap, 3), it can be shown that 
I 
f, (y) 
Q~(y)=- /~, , ,  [1-Vel,)(~,(t);~°)]dt, y•T ,  i=0 ,1 .  (89) 
dO 
Hence, Q~(y)<~0 on the closure of/~, i =0, 1. 
In this paper the following algorithm has been applied to equations (78)-(85). 
(1) Take a strategy q~")such that (qS(0 "), qh)• U0, for some ~b~. 
(2) Solve numerically the problem 
So(4;o"'){Vo(x), V,(x)} =0,  ~,(~,){V0(x), V,(x)} =0,  x • T, (90) 
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where V~, i = 0, l, satisfy the boundary conditions given by equations (80)-(82) and 
cos ¢~(x) = - (OV~(x)/Sx~)/A,(x) ,  x ~ T (91) 
sin ¢1 (x) = - (~ V~ (x)/Ox2)/(x~ A~ (x)), x ~ T (92) 
A, (x) = [(0V, (x)/Ox,)2 + (x( 'OV, (x)/ax2)Z] ''2, x e T. (93) 
The solution to equations (90)-(93) is denoted by { V0('; ~"1), V~ (.; e('))} where ~")= (05~0 "/,~]")). 
(3) Calculate P)(~(")), i = 0, 1, and J~(~")) by 
and 
P~(~('))~ ~ V~(ih,,jhz; ot("))/N(h), k -- 0, 1, (94) 
(ihl , jh2) • Toh 
I 
j~(~'"~)~ y~ (1 - v~(ih,,jh~; ~°~))~/~(h), (95) 
k=0 (iht , jh2) e T/, 
where Th~ IRmA T and N(h) denote the number of points in Th. 
(4) Solve numerically the problem 
L*{Qo(x) ,Q , (x )}=l -V~(x ;o t ( ' ) ) ,x~{x:p<x~<R,O<~x2<~2g},  i =0,1,  (96) 
where Q,, i -- 0, 1, satisfy the boundary conditions given by equations (83) and (84). The solution 
to this problem is denoted by {Q0('; ~(")), QJ('; ~("))}. 
(5) ~b~0 "+i)is determined by 
cos4~"+l)(x~) =- A(x l ;  ot("))/A(x~; ot(")), p < xl < R. (97) 
sin qS~ + ll(xl) = B(xl" ~('))/A(xj; ~(")), P < xl < R, (98) 
where, for p < x~ < R, 
A (x~, ~) )  = Qo(x;cd,))(cosx20Vo(x;e(. I ) /sXl_X~ ~sinx2i)Vo(x;~('))/~x2)dx~ (99) 
fo ~ Qo(x; e("))(sin xj?Vo(x; ~('))/Sx~ + x~ ~ cos x~OVo(x; ctl"))/c~x2) dx2 (100) B(xl ; ~(")) = 
and 
z~(xl ;~ I,>) = [A 2(x I ; ct (")) + B2(xl ; c~ ("))] 1/2. ( I 01 ) 
(6) n + 1 --*n and go to (2). 
The computations are carried over for 0 ~< n ~< N, where N is a given positive integer. Then, the 
weak suboptimal pursuit strategy ~N--(~ON, ~U) is determined by 
g,~ = (~0u, ~l,~) -- arg rain Jh(0~(")), 
zt{n~,n=O, I  . . . . .  N 
For a given a<"~, equations (90)-(93) or equations (96) have here been solved iteratively by using 
an upwind finite-difference method as described in[13]. 
In the same manner as in Remark 2, it can be shown that Qi(x; ~1"/) ~< 0 on the closure of T. 
This property is used in the derivation of equations (91)-(93) from equation (85). 
5.4 A numerical study 
The algorithm for computing weak suboptimal pursuit strategies has been applied here for the 
following set of parameters: R = 104, p = 50, o 2 = 50, u0 = 500, v0 = 800, 1200, 1600; q = 0, 2, 5: 
h II)= (100, :tr/40), h 12~= (50, 7r/80), and N = 6. Note that N(h), the number of points in Th is: 
N(h "~) = 7920 and /V(h (2)) = 31,680. Some of the results are given in Tables 4 and 5. In all cases 
the strategy ¢l°)(x)= 0, x e 7", has been applied. 
For all the cases computed (where q > 0) the strategy ~x(x),  x e T, turned out to differ from 
the L.O.S. strategy. This result was further confirmed when the algorithm for computing weak 
suboptimal pursuit strategies was applied under the constraint ~b~ (x)= 0, x e T. 
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Table 4. The values of P~(~6) , i = 0, 1, and Jh(~6) as 
functions of v o, for q = 2 and h = h ~°, h 12~ 
h t, o P~(~6) P~(~) Jh(£6) 
h *ll 800 0.9319 0.9412 0.0664 
h ~'' 1200 0.9533 0.9647 0.0257 
h ~ 1600 0.9747 0.9845 0.0104 
h ~'~i 800 0.8910 0.9037 0.1219 
h '2~ 1200 0.9901 0.9965 0.0069 
h ~'' 1600 0.9911 0.9975 0.0060 
Table 5. The values of P~ (~6), i = 0, 1, and Jh(563 as 
functions of v 0, for q = 5 and h = h t~t, h ~21 
h t: o P~(~63 P~(~63 J'~('~a ) 
h "1 800 0,9042 0.9091 0l] t88 
h I° 1200 0.9696 0.9745 0.0173 
h ~1t 1600 0.9865 0.9910 0.0062 
hl2~ 800 0.9227 0.9270 0.1368 
h t2~ 1200 0.9968 0.9995 0.0035 
h/:~ 1600 0.9974 0.9999 0.0029 
Table 6. The values of P,h(ffr), i -- 0, 1, and Jh(~6) as 
functions of v 0, for q -- 0 and h = h t~l, h t21 
h v 0 P~(~6) PIh(~6) Jh(~6) 
h ~ 800 0.0049 0.9980 0.9922 
h tll 1200 0.0017 0.9980 0.9965 
h I~ 1600 0.0013 0.9980 0.9979 
h/21 800 0.0054 0.9999 0.9992 
h 123 1200 0.0139 0.9999 0.9813 
h ~23 1600 0.0091 0.9999 0.9918 
In most of the cases (where q > 0) the strategy Oo(X) = n, x ~ Th, turned out to be a good 
approximation to q30N. However, no simple characterization f (~IN can  be given, and one has to 
refer to its values over all of Th. 
An interesting case is the limit case where q = 0 (Table 6). In this case, player P, either, with 
probability no, does not receive any measurements of f l (t) ,  t >1 0; or, with probability n~, receives 
measurements of f l (t) ,  t >~ O. In this case, it turned out that qS~u(x ) = O, x ~ T h [i.e. Op(x) = fl, the 
L.O.S. guidance law]. Thus, if no = 0 (and, consequently, n~ = 1), then P~(~6) represents he results 
for the case where P has complete observation of r and ft. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
It is shown in Games (a) and (b) that by choosing c o big enough [Game (a)], or by choosing 
c~, c2 big enough and satisfying sign cl = sign c2 [Game (b)], the probability of g can be reduced 
significantly. 
In Game (c), the most interesting result, in view of Remark 1, is that the L.O.S. guidance law 
is not an optimal pursuit strategy on the time intervals where z ( t )= 1 (i.e. on the time intervals 
where P observes r and fl). 
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